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Build your Career with Mitrais!

Build your Career with Mitrais!

We're urgently looking for experienced PHP Developers to be part of our team for an immediate

start. Our client is a leading integrator of Accounting Software to E-commerce platforms in

Australia. 

with a great reputation in the industry and are known for pushing the envelope and

providing innovative solutions that ultimately allow to open up more sales channels, while

ensuring no double entry of data is ever required to keep their systems in Sync.

What will you be doing?

Working in a small team, you will be responsible for contributing at a high level towards the

direction of all product development.

You will be required to contribute ideas and processes aimed at improving our current

platform, as well as suggesting new and innovative ways (including new technologies) of

moving our platform forward.

You will be required to contribute to the Senior software planning sessions (and

implementation) as well as oversee Junior development work (including code reviews) and in

some cases assist with support issues where required.

Manage change control within the product life cycle.

Identify design improvements and value engineering opportunities.
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Attend design reviews and project technical progress meetings.

What about you?

Full-stack development skills and experience

Guru level PHP/MySQL Skills

E-commerce development experience (Magento, Bigcommerce, Shopify)

Experience working with current PHP frameworks (Symfony 2, Laravel, etc)

Experience working with Amazon Web Services environment

Experience working with a variety of API's'/ODBC's/SDK's and moving around large amounts of

data between systems.

Experience working in at least one of these languages/frameworks (.Net, Java, Golang,

Ruby, ReactJS, Angular, NodeJS, Kotlin, Swift, Flutter)

Experience building automated tests with a particular focus on writing highly optimized and

efficient code.

Having reasonable English written and spoken.

Undergraduate University degree. 

Nice to have:

Experience working with Atlassian product suite

Accounting Software integration experience (MYOB, Attache, Xero, Reckon, Quickbooks,

Jiwa, Ostendo, etc)

Deeper Accounting software experience dealing with core accounting functions and

transactional data

Knowledge of local or international marketplaces (eBay, Trademe, Amazon, Lazada)

What can Mitrais offer you?

A CAREER, not a JOB!

Competitive salary



Excellent working environment, with the possibility to relocate to our regional offices and

work remotely

Free English classes, English is our working language

Lots of opportunities to improve your competencies on our technical boot camps, certification

programs, and soft skills training courses

Hackathons with big prizes!

Learn about life at Mitrais from our current team by searching #mitraislife on Social Media.

Please note that all activities included in the recruitment processes are free of charge.

Beware of online scams such as persons posing to represent the Mitrais Recruitment Team or

other recruiting-related personnel by sending unsolicited text messages and emails asking

you to provide personal information, transfer money, or do any other specific activities.

To Apply…Simply click the apply button, complete the form and upload your latest CV in

English! What are you waiting for?

Apply Now
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